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Implement two stochastic local search algorithms for the Multidimensional Knapsack Problem (MKP) building on

top of the constructive and perturbative local search methods from the first implementation exercise. Apply your

algorithms to the same instances as in the first implementation exercise.

The SLS algorithms can be based on either simple, hybrid, or population-based methods chosen among those

described in the lectures. The two SLS methods chosen must belong to two different classes. For example, the first

one could be a tabu search (simple SLS method) and the second one could be an ACO algorithm (population-based

SLS method). To get inspiration for ways how to generate solutions, operators etc. you may consider algorithms

that have been proposed in the literature for the same or similar problems. Some references are given below.

1. Reviews of exact and heuristic methods.

Arnaud Fréville. The multidimensional 0–1 knapsack problem: An overview, European Journal of Opera-

tional Research, Vol. 155, Issue 1, 2004, Pages 1–21.

Puchinger, Raidl, and Pferschy. The Multidimensional Knapsack Problem 252 INFORMS Journal on Com-

puting 22(2), pp. 250–265, 2010.

2. Examples of ACO algorithms.

Ke, L., Feng, Z., Ren, Z., Wei, X. (2010). An ant colony optimization approach for the multidimensional

knapsack problem. Journal of Heuristics, 16(1), 65–83.

3. A genetic algorithm.

Chu, P. C., Beasley, J. E. (1998). A genetic algorithm for the multidimensional knapsack problem. Journal

of heuristics, 4(1), 63–86.

The two algorithms implemented should be evaluated on all instances provided for the first implementation exercise

and be compared using statistical tests. In addition, on few instances solution quality distributions should be

measured and be used for comparing the two algorithms. The implementation should make use of appropriately

selected iterative improvement algorithms from the first implementation exercise. Justify the choice of the iterative

improvement algorithm you use from the ones you implemented for the first implementation exercise.

Please note that the experimental comparison should be run under same conditions (programming language, com-

piler and compiler flags, similar load on computer etc.) for the two algorithms. In other words, the observed

differences should be attributable to differences in the algorithms and not to differences in the experimental condi-

tions.

Exercise 2.1 Implementation, deadline May 23, 2018, at 23:59.

1. Run each algorithm five times on each instance. Instances are available from http://iridia.ulb.

ac.be/˜stuetzle/Teaching/HO/ and are the same as used in the first implementation exercise. As

termination criterion, for each instance, use a maximum runtime (max–time) of n ×m/10 seconds, where

n is the number of items and m the number of constraints of the instance (to allow for long enough runs of

the SLS algorithms).

2. Compute for each of the two SLS algorithms and each instance the average percentage deviation from the

best known solutions. For each instance size, also compute the average percentage deviation across all

instances.

3. Produce correlation plots of the average relative percentage deviation for the two SLS algorithms (see lec-

tures), separating between the instance sizes (either two separate plots or clearly marking differences in one

plot).

4. Determine, using statistical tests (in this case, the Wilcoxon test), whether there is a statistically significant

difference between the mean relative percentage deviations reached by the two algorithms for each instance

size. Note: For applying the statistical test, the R statistics software can be used. The software can be

download from http://www.r-project.org/.
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5. Measure, for each of the two implemented SLS algorithms on the first 5 instances of size 250× 10, solution

quality distributions for 3 computation times: (i) 0.01× max–time, (ii) 0.1× max–time, (iii) max–time.

Measure the solution quality distributions across 20 repetitions.

6. Produce a written report on the implementation exercise:

• Please make sure that for each implemented SLS algorithm it is clearly described how it works and

which are the used algorithmic components and that the computational results are carefully interpreted.

Justify also the choice of the parameter settings that are used, the choice of the method for generating

initial solutions and the choice of the iterative improvement algorithm for the SLS algorithms.

• Present the results as in the previous implementation exercise using tables and statistical tests.

• Present graphically the results of the analysis of the solution quality distributions and the performance

correlation plots.

• Interpret appropriately the results (statistical tests, solution quality distributions, correlation plots) and

make conclusions on the relative performance of the algorithms across all the benchmark instances

studied.

Additional information on the implementation exercise:

• Recall that the completion of the implementation task is a pre-condition for the examination.

• Every student sends (i) the above mentioned report in pdf format and (ii) the source code of the

implementation to alberto.franzin@ulb.ac.be. Please send one single archive (zip or

tar.gz) with all implementations. A README file should explain how to compile and run the

code.

• As programming language, you may use C, C++, or Java. You can develop the project under

any platform, but it must compile and run under linux – this should not be an issue if you use

standard features. Please take care that the code is reasonably documented and mention the exact

commands for compilation in a README file.

• For each of the implemented SLS algorithms, provide a concise description of at least one page

of the main features of the algorithm (e.g. choice of initial solution, iterative improvement algo-

rithm, crossover operator in case of MA, perturbation operators, etc.)

• The articles mentioned above are available from the lecture’s webpage.

Deadline for the implementation exercises:

• May 23, 2018, at 23:59.


